
SuiteRx IPS & Paladin POS 
Sophisticated workflow system

Manage data and easily maintain regulatory compliances.

Maintaining compliancy standards and data management requirements can intensify the 
complexities of running an independent pharmacy. These time-consuming tasks can be simpler 
through integrated automation. SuiteRx IPS and Paladin POS take care of the technical 
aspects of pharmacy compliancy without all the hassle.

SuiteRx’s mission is to provide a “fully integrated, intuitive and intelligent pharmacy business 
system  .” SuiteRx IPS creates an excellent work environment while giving pharmacists power 
to handle complicated compliancy regulations.

Value

SuiteRx IPS was developed by pharmacists to “enable independent and chain pharmacies to 
use state of the art technology to fully meet the needs of their customers and increase the 
speed and accuracy in the pharmacy  .” SuiteRx IPS software provides a quality product for 
pharmacists wanting to improve their efficiency and productivity. 

Paladin proudly integrated with SuiteRx IPS in 2008. The integration of SuiteRx IPS with 
Paladin POS extended the capabilities of handling compliancy, accounting, and providing a 
better overall customer experience. The integration of Paladin POS and SuiteRx IPS features 
simplifies your pharmacy’s operation.

Features

The Paladin and SuiteRx integration offers a bi-directional interface supporting the transfer of 
patient information, prescription numbers, and co-pay amounts. When the prescription label is 
scanned, the script number, cost, and signature requirements are immediately transferred to 
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Paladin POS. 

SuiteRx IPS and Paladin POS integration gives pharmacists the ability to generate a “Filled vs. 
Picked Up” report, which is available at the push of a button. 

Pharmacy compliancy is made simpler with SuiteRx IPS and Paladin POS. Signatures are 
captured in the Paladin POS system during checkout, and stored with the prescription in the 
IPS system for easy tracking. 

Features include  : 

 •    Easy Rx tracking and Rx recalls
 •    Simple proof of pickup 
 •    Filled versus picked up reports
 •    Customer loyalty for OTCs and prescriptions

The Paladin Advantage:

 •    Single register checkout
 •    Maintain regulated compliancy at checkout 
 •    Real-time integration with prescription labels, prices and signature capture
 •    Faster checkout improving your customer buying experience

If you have questions about the SuiteRx IPS and Paladin POS integration, contact us at 
1-800-725-2346 or click here to email us. We look forward to hearing from you.
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